
Buzzards are easily spotted as when they’re soaring 
through the sky as it’ll often hold its wings in a shallow ‘V’ 
with its tail fanned. It varies in colour, from a very dark brown, 
to a much paler variation. Even though the colour can differ, 
the Buzzard will have darker tips on their wings and 
a barred tail. 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

when & where to see

The Buzzard is now the most common and most widespread 
UK bird of prey. Unlike its fellow raptors, the Buzzard is a 
slow fl ier and will rarely catch its prey o n the move. Instead 
it’ll perch on something tall and pounce on a young 
rabbit or mouse. The birds are very strong and are able 
to pick up food of all weights, even as large as a small 
mammal. But sometimes you may just see it daintily  
walking along fi elds looking for the smallest of worms. 

Animal Facts

ALL ABOUT buzzards
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You should be able to spot the Buzzard in 
Nottingham . Look for it soaring overhead, 
close to wooded areas or houses. The 
Buzzard likes to perch high on fence posts 
or pylons, looking for its dinner. Buzzards 
normally fl y on their own, but if a few are ever 
spotted, it’ll be because they’re migrating or 
there’s a good habitat with lots of food and 
shelter. The Buzzard is about 50cm long with 
a wingspan of over a metre. Even though it 

sounds big, it’s only a medium sized raptor!

Scientifi c name: Buteo buteo
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It’s not just live prey that Buzzards will eat, they’ll also 
feed on carrion, or a dead animal carcass – which some-
times means it’ll unfairly be blamed for killing the animal in 
the fi rst place. 

Buzzards normally fl y alone – but if a few are ever spotted, it’ll be because they’re migrating or 
there’s lots of food around.

The Buzzard will meow, quite a lot like a cat, so if 
you think it’s a cat you hear, listen harder because 
there may be a bird of prey close by. 

Buzzard pairs mate for life. To fi rst attract a 
mate, or to impress his current one, the male 
will perform a ‘roller coaster’. He will rise high 
up in the sky, to turn and plummet downward, 
in a spiral, twisting and turning as he comes 
down. He then rises again quickly through the 
air and repeats it all over again. 

Buzzards tend to eat small mammals and birds. 
Sometimes, if it hasn’t had a meal for a while, the 
buzzard will eat the odd earthworm or large insect.
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Animal Facts

did you know?

    Wildlife in the City is funded by Natural 
       England through Access to Nature, as 
             part of the Big Lottery Fund’s 
                    Changing Spaces 
                             programme.

           Wildlife in the City is a project 
        promoting local urban wildlife across 
     Nottingham City.  Wildlife in the City is a 
    partnership between Nottinghamshire Wildlife  
  Trust and Nottingham City Council, aiming to 
  offer more opportunities for people to get 
  involved in wildlife and their local green spaces.

                 About 
      Wildlife in the City
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They are fi ercely territorial and, though rare, fi ghts do break out if one strays onto another pair’s 
territory. In order to ward off the trespasser, they will display acts of aggression to show the other 
Buzzard whose boss. 

Buzzard’s can also be found in the rest of 
Europe and Asia.  It can usually be found 
here all year round. 


